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ABSTRACT

Service function chaining is a network capabili-
ty that provides support for application-driven-net-
working through the ordered interconnection of 
service functions. The lifecycle management of 
service function chains is enabled by two recent-
ly emerged technologies, software defined net-
working and network function virtualization, that 
promise a number of efficiency, effectiveness, and 
flexibility gains. This article introduces a service 
function chaining taxonomy that considers archi-
tecture and performance dimensions as the basis 
for the subsequent state-of-the-art analysis. The 
article concludes with a gap analysis of existing 
solutions and the identification of future research 
challenges.

INTRODUCTION
Network resource management and service dif-
ferentiation according to user requirements and 
network constraints are crucial elements of the 
business and operations support systems of any 
telecommunications operator. These two key 
capabilities are particularly challenging consider-
ing the steady increase in the number of services/
applications, their heterogeneous quality of ser-
vice (QoS) requirements, and the overall traffic 
that the network has to provide. Service function 
chaining (SFC) is an enabling technology for the 
flexible management of specific service/applica-
tion traffic, providing solutions for classifying flows 
and enforcing adequate policies along the flow 
routes according to the service requirements and 
considering the availability status of the network. 
SFC is defined as a chain-ordered set of service 
functions (SFs) that handles the traffic of the deliv-
ery (data plane), control, and monitoring (control 
plane) of a specific service/application. 

Recently, SFC has made use of the new tech-
nology called software defined networking (SDN). 
Architecturally seen, SDN decouples the control 
plane from the data plane and introduces appro-
priate programming abstractions exploited in SFC 
for the dynamic control of the topology of SFCs 
and the traffic steering across SFs. Network func-
tion virtualization (NFV) is related to the telco ini-
tiative of adopting cloud-computing technology 

enabling the virtualization of software-implement-
ed network functions (SFs in SFC terminology). 
NFV is adopted by SFC to provide efficient and 
effective deployment and orchestration of SFs. 

The SFC architecture specifications are 
addressed by the IETF SFC working group (RFC 
7665) and the Open Network Foundation (ONF). 
SFC becomes particularly relevant in the new 
emerging value chains involving multiple data cen-
ters (central, edge, fog), access-, core- and tran-
sit-networks, and application service providers. As 
such, SFC has attracted much attention within the 
community of researchers as well as among net-
work operators and network equipment vendors 
(e.g., Juniper, QOSMOS, and Huawei). Numer-
ous open source tools enabling SFC are also 
available. Notable examples are OpenDaylight, 
OPNFV, ONOS, OpenContrail, and OpenStack’s 
Neutron/Service Insertion and Chaining. 

The main contributions of this article are two-
fold. First, the article explores the limitations of 
current SFC approaches in next generation net-
works in terms of architectural and conceptual 
research work by providing a brief analysis of 
each solution in the state of the art. The limita-
tions are explored with reference to the SFC IETF 
specification. Second, the article draws some new 
research directions. To the best knowledge of the 
authors, this article is the second research work 
highlighting the limitations of SFC approaches 
and the first work to provide a detailed overview 
of the SFC state of the art and evaluation. The 
work introduced in [1] was the first in defining 
the new research directions and challenges of 
SFC. The authors in [1] presented SFC design con-
siderations and requirements with use cases that 
show the advantages of adopting SFC. Their main 
contribution is to explore the research challenges 
during the exemplary lifecycle of an SFC in an 
applicable telco network, covering SFC definition, 
deployment, programming, and security concerns. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows 
fashion. We illustrate the SFC standardized archi-
tectures, as defined by the IETF SFC and ONF 
working groups, and discuss how the ETSI NFV 
architecture provides SFC. We highlight previous 
research work conducted on the SFC architectur-
al concepts and implementations. SFC challenges 
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and limitations are discussed. Finally, the article 
concludes.

SFC STANDARDIZED ARCHITECTURES
According to the IETF SFC specifications (draft-
ietf-sfc-control-plane-06), a typical SDN-based SFC 
architecture consists of components grouped into 
two layers, the control plane and data plane, as 
shown in Fig. 1. The control plane is responsible 
for the SFC management, SF instances manage-
ment, mapping SFC to a specific service function 
path (SFP), installing and administering forward-
ing rules on the service function forwarding (SFF) 
components of the data plane, and adjusting the 
SFP in terms of SF instances and overlay links as 
a result of their status (i.e., overloaded, active, 
inactive, failed, etc.). The SFC control plane com-
ponents interact with the SFC data plane compo-
nents via four interfaces. The first interface C1 is 
responsible for pushing the SFC classification rules 
defined by the SFC control plane into the SFC 
classifiers. The SFFs report the connectivity status 
of their attached SFs to the SFC control plane. 
Interface C3 is between the NSH-aware SFs and 
the SFC control plane. It is used to collect some 
packet-processing statistics (e.g., SFs’ load update) 
from the SFs. For NSH-unaware SFs, a SFC proxy 
is provided for collecting statistics (e.g., SF pro-
cessing latency and workload) and transmitting 
this information over the C4 interface to the SFC 
control plane. The SFC control plane uses these 
statistics (received through interfaces C2, C3, and 
C4) to dynamically adjust the SFPs.

The main components of the SFC data plane, 
as shown in Fig. 1, are the SFC classifier, SFF, SF, 
and SFC proxy. The SFC classifier differentiates 
the incoming traffic into flows, based on the tar-
get application and other predefined require-
ments. The SFC classifier tags each flow by adding 
an SFC header containing a service function path 
(SFP) ID to each flow packet header. The path ID 
is related to an SFC and identifies the ordered set 
of abstract SFs which must be performed to the 
particular flow. The SFP is the real path (the exact 
SFFs/SFs) that packets traverse.

An SF executes a particular set of actions on 
incoming packets (e.g., deep packet inspection 
or firewall functions) and can process packets 
belonging to several SFPs. An SF can be present 
with multiple, distributed instances in the net-
work (e.g., for scalability reasons). An SFF is in 
charge of sending the incoming traffic to SFs and/
or other SFFs, according to the defined SFPs. To 
this purpose, the SFF uses and inserts SFP-spe-
cific information in an additional packet-header 
(SFP packet encapsulation). The IETF SFC working 
group does not standardize a particular SFF, but 
instead the SFC special header, called the net-
work service header (NSH) (draft-ietf-sfc-nsh-02). 
An SFC proxy may become required between 
SFF and SFs as the majority of SFs do not rec-
ognize the SFC packet headers (NSH). The SFC 
proxy performs SFC packet de-capsulation for the 
packets forwarded to the NSH-unaware SFs and 
encapsulates these packets before sending them 
to the SFF (IETF SFC RFC 7665). 

In the SDN context, the Open Networking 
Foundation (ONF) also proposed another model 
for the L4-L7 SFC architecture, based on the 
SDN/OpenFlow controller (ONF TS-027). The 

ONF SFC system is based on the IETF SFC speci-
fication in that it specifies the SFF by an extended 
OpenFlow switch version supporting NSH.

An SFC control plane functional architecture 
is addressed by the ETSI NFV architecture (ETSI 
GS NFV-MAN 001 V1.1.1) (see Fig. 2). The main 
components of the ETSI NFV architecture are: 
NFV orchestrator (NFVO), virtual network func-
tion manager (VNFM), and virtualized infrastruc-
ture manager (VIM).

NFVO is responsible for the end-to-end man-
agement and orchestration of network services 
(NS) provided by an administrative domain. Each 
NS is specified by a network service descrip-
tor (NSD). An NS may span multiple network 
domains belonging to the same or server differ-
ent administrations. Each network domain con-
tains a network level manager called the network 
controller that is responsible for network connec-
tivity management. In the case of an NS span-
ning multiple administrative domains, the overall 
end-to-end management of the NSs is realized by 
co-operation of the participating NFVOs, either in 
a hierarchical or in a peer-to-peer manner. In the 
case of the hierarchical arrangement, an addition-
al NFVO is introduced in the architecture. Each 
virtualized infrastructure domain is managed by 
the so called VIM (e.g., in the case of OpenStack, 
the virtual network infrastructure manager is the 
neutron component). NFVO is also concerned 
with instantiating/updating/terminating of SFCs 
(i.e., life cycle management of the SFC) and their 
constituent VNFs (instantiation, update, scaling, 
migration, and termination) in coordination with 
VNFMs. The VNFM is responsible for VNFs life 
cycle management such as VNFs instantiation, 
update/upgrade, scaling, and termination. The 
VIM is concerned with controlling and managing 
the NFV infrastructure (NFVI) compute, storage, 
and network resources such as providing a “Net-
work as a Service” northbound interface to the 
higher layers (NFVO and VNFM) and invoking the 
NFVI network southbound interfaces (network 
controller or/and VNFs/PNFs) to construct the 
service within the domain. Each NS contains at 
least one VNF forwarding graph (VNFFG) that 
describes the network topology of the NS or a 
portion of the NS by referencing the VNFs, PNFs, 
network forwarding path (NFP) that provides the 

Figure 1. A typical SFC architecture (draft-ietf-sfc-control-plane-06).
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order of involved VNFs or PNFs in the VNFFG, 
and the virtual links that connect them. In SFC 
terminology, the VNFFG is considered as the SFC, 
VNFs or PNFs are the SFs, NFPs are the SFPs, and 
Virtual Links are implemented by one or different 
SFFs. Fig. 3 shows an example of two VNFFGs 
(SFCs) imbedded in the same virtual network infra-
structure. 

Recent research works, such as the work pre-
sented in [2], exemplify how SDN/NFV-based 
SFC standardized solutions can be applied to solv-
ing severe congestion in mobile networks (access 
and core networks) caused by the exchanged 
user generated content of mobile social media 
applications through mobile devices.

STATE OF THE ART OF
SFC CONCEPT AND IMPLEMENTATIONS

A wide range of research work has been con-
ducted proposing new frameworks, concepts, 
and implementations of SFC. These approaches 
can be classified into two categories based on 
the adopted technology (i.e., SDN and NFV). Dif-
ferent SFC solutions are investigated, compared, 
and evaluated in this section, discussing their lim-
itations and defining the research directions that 
should be considered in the future to improve 
them. The comparison is made according to the 
architecture (SFC control and data planes) and 
the approaches’ performance. The key points of 
comparison in the SFC control plane are:
• Implementation: Shows the technologies

used to implement the SFC solution’s control
plane.

• SFP Adjustment: A dynamic SFP computing in
the run-time phase with an approach such as
SFP-fail over, SFP with better latency, traffic
engineered SFP, and SF/SFP load balancing.

• Orchestrator-based: Shows if the SFC approach’s
control plane depends on an orchestrator or
not.

• QoS/Policy Engine: Shows if the SFC solu-
tion’s control plane has the capability of
enforcing QoS and policies into the network.

The key points of comparison in the SFC data 
plane are:

• SFF: Explores the scheme applied by the SFC
solution on the SFFs in order to steer traffic
through the chains.

• SFC Classifier: Shows how to classify incom-
ing traffic.

The key points of comparison in the approach-
es’ performance are:

• Flexibility: Shows the level of flexibility in
the SFC approach. The flexibility level is
based on the efficiency of the traffic steering
scheme implemented in the SFC solution.

• Scalability: Defines the level of scalability
in the SFC approach. The scalability level
is based on the number of rules needed to
apply traffic steering for one chain.

SDN-BASED SFC SOLUTIONS
In [3], the NIMBLE system proves the potential 
of SDN to simplify and improve the existing mid-
dle-box management deployments, addressing 
challenges relevant to middle-box composition, 
load balancing, and packet modifications. The 
proposed NIMBLE system permits network opera-
tors to abstract the logical view of the middle-box 
policy and automatically pushes the forwarding 
rules into the switches. It considers the network 
topology, switches’ capacities, and middle-box 
resource constraints. The NIMBLE design implies 
three main ideas. The first idea consists of the sup-
port of the middle-box composition by an efficient 
data plane that has tunnels between switches and 
pushes tags to packet headers using the SDN 
capabilities in order to know the processing sta-
tus of each packet. The second idea is to provide 
resource management in a practical unified way 
and optimization using information on the switch-
es’ capacities and load balancing based on traffic 
fluctuations. The third key idea is to let the mid-
dle-box act dynamically by reporting the capabil-
ities of SDN switches to design lightweight flow 
correlation schemes. A proof-of-concept of NIM-
BLE is showcasing the improvements achieved in 
terms of middle-box load balancing. The results 
also demonstrated the speed of the network 
bootstrap, and the high responsiveness of the sys-
tem to network dynamics and load rebalancing.

In [4], a Squid-based FlowTags architecture 
is proposed whereby middle-boxes add tags to 
transmitted packets to communicate the neces-
sary middle-box context (e.g., source hosts or 
internal cache state). Switches and middle-boxes 
can utilize these tags to provide consistent policy 
enforcement. An SDN controller is responsible 
for pushing the actions to the switches and mid-
dle-boxes in order to use the proposed tags in 
the packet header. FlowTags modify the archi-
tecture of the interface between the controller 
and switches by providing a new southbound 
interface for the flow tagging configuration pro-
cess and for communication establishment with 
the FlowTags-aware middle-boxes. The modifica-
tion takes part in three dimensions. First, Flow-
Tags-aware middle-boxes are assumed to have 
the ability to process the incoming tags and add 
new tags based on the context. These tags are 
used by switches to steer the traffic. Second, a 
new FlowTags interface is proposed between 
the SDN controller and the FlowTags-aware mid-
dle-boxes. Third, a new control application is 
assumed to be used for the configuration of tags 

Figure 2. ETSI NFV Architecture (ETSI GS NFV-MAN 001 V1.1.1). 
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at switches and middle-boxes that is ultimately for 
the enforcement and verification of policies. In 
[4], the authors also provided a proof-of-concept 
implementation to show how they modified Squid 
to support FlowTags and to also demonstrate the 
capability of a new policy enforcement process. 
This work seems promising, but there are still 
significant challenges to tackle. These challenges 
are related to the scalability and flexibility of the 
approach.

The position paper in [5] introduced a 
high-level concept and architecture to support 
SFC based on OpenFlow in a telecommunica-
tion network environment. The architecture sup-
ports the assignment of multiple subscribers to a 
single service while conserving the desired infor-
mation about subscriber identification by the SF. 
The proposed model facilitates the SF instanc-
es deployment operation by reducing the net-
work configuration modifications needed during 
deployment. In addition, the architecture instanti-
ates many SF instances with low overhead. The SF 
instances are dedicated to one SFC only at a time, 
which provides an isolated network environment. 
Therefore, the model does not need to do packet 
matching conditions at the classifier. The separa-
tion of SF instances avoids using a consistent net-
work addressing approach that crosses the whole 
service chaining system. The forwarding of traffic 
between the SF instances and switches is MAC 
address based. A proof-of-concept implementa-
tion for a relevant use case was provided to evalu-
ate the feasibility of the model.

The work in [6] provides a proof-of-concept 
implementation of the SDN-based SFC approach 
presented in [5]. The approach merges common 
SFs without knowing their chain details. The pro-
posed conception of SF instance separation facil-
itates the instantiation of SFs and provides a high 
degree of flexibility. The prototype’s feasibility is 
tested over a hardware device that hosts a group 
of SF instances. These SFs were used to instanti-
ate SFC for two types of applications (web traffic 
and video streaming). The demonstration showed 
the dynamicity of allocating users to new service 
classes.

A service-oriented SDN controller is proposed 
in [7] that deploys a programmable data deliv-
ery route by setting up multiple chains of VNFs 
existing in different locations of an OpenFlow-en-
abled network within the framework of service 
overlay networks. It also provides network service 
control, orchestration, and SDN network control 
functions in order to cope with the “extended 
QoS” requirements, and provides context-aware 
delivery of application service data. Moreover, the 
SFC context-aware architecture provides a real-
istic differentiation feature known as class-based 
forwarding. This feature simplifies the scalability 
issues, resulting in a decreased number of flow 
entries installed in the network switches. The 
authors have validated their proposed controller 
experimentally. The results proved that network 
optimization could be reached by assigning a 
specified number of crossed SF instances.

The model proposed in [8] presents a software 
architecture to dynamically instantiate network 
function-flow graphs (NF-FGs) beginning from 
a high level description of the targeted graphs 
and the existence of a specific incident (e.g., a 

new user is connected to the node), ending with 
common traffic steering provided by the SDN 
architecture. SDN technology is used to dynam-
ically reset the network paths inside the network 
unit. Traffic forwarding among the nodes of the 
NF-FG is based on eXtensibleOpenFlowDatapath 
daemon (xDPd). xDPd is a software switch that 
creates multiple software Openflow switches in 
a dynamic way, called logical switch instances 
(LSIs). These LSIs can be tied together to phys-
ical interfaces and to NFs. A three-fold process 
occurs when the orchestrator node receives a 
new NF-FG description. First, it calls each required 
NF implementation and installs it. Second, it 
instantiates a user-LSI on xDPd, and then attaches 
it to the suitable NFs and to the classifier. Third, it 
instantiates an OF controller per each tenant that 
provides the insertion of appropriate rules into the 
flow tables of the LSIs.

The StEERING framework was introduced in [9] to 
provide an SFC model supporting dynamic traffic 
routing. StEERING uses a simple central controller 
that can adjust the traffic steering of various flow 
types through the targeted chain of middle-box-
es. Moreover, it supports high scalability at the 
level of users and application policies. Scalabili-
ty is offered through three dimensions. First, the 
rules at switches can be scaled linearly with the 
number of users and applications by using multi-
ple tables to convert a single policy space into a 
multi-dimensional space. Second, it facilitates the 
integration of various types of policies by speci-
fying the ordered group of service functions that 
each flow crosses as one type of metadata, so 
every table can work on the service functions sep-
arately. Third, the model provides the classifica-
tion and header editing rules at the gateways only 
once within the network. The authors have pro-
vided a prototype to check the feasibility of their 
implementation and show its efficiency in providing 
flexible routing.

SIMPLE [10] is an efficient routing model for 
connecting SF instances and an approach to load 
balancing the SF instances. SIMPLE explicitly con-
siders the inclusion of legacy SF instances. SIMPLE 
permits allocation of a logical middle-box steering 
policy and directly transposes this into forwarding 
rules that consider the network topology, switch 
capacities, and SF instances resource constraints. 

Figure 3. NS with two VNFFGs with different NFPs (ETSI GS NFV-MAN 001 
V1.1.1).
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In the SIMPLE design, a particular SF instance is 
chosen to run within the limits of existing SDN 
capabilities (e.g., OpenFlow) and there is no need 
to reconfigure SFs implementations. This article 
provides an approach to track packets when pro-
cessed by SFs that modifies the packet header 
information. The approach relies on correlating 
packets before processing by an SF instance and 
afterward, which does not require modifications 
or even detailed knowledge of the SF instance. 
However, the approach needs the system to col-
lect packets for the correlation analysis. In addi-
tion, the approach is rather complex as it needs 
packet matching with high accuracy to perform 
the classification function.

SDN AND NFV-BASED SFC APPROACHES
The MIDAS architecture is proposed in [11] to 
solve the problems of simultaneously detecting 
middle-boxes and selecting among multiple net-
work function (NF) providers. MIDAS is based 
on a central controller per each NF provider to 
support coordination of traffic steering instal-
lation among all NF providers. MIDAS has the 
capabilities of middle-box signaling, controller 
chaining, and multi-party computation (MPC), 
which support on-path installing setup. MPC is 
used for NF provider assignment. MPC is char-
acterized by privacy conservation, so it is used 
for middle-box usages over the NF providers. 
The MIDAS architecture featured with multiple 
NF providers cooperates for consolidated mid-
dle-box (CoMBs) detection over the traffic path 
and CoMB selection while preserving confiden-
tial information. The proposed architecture is 
based on three units: the CoMBs; a logical cen-
tralized controller per each NF provider; and the 
network processing client (NPCL) that provides 
the client’s network service requests (CNSR). The 
authors also proposed a heuristic selection algo-
rithm called the Intra-Provider Middle-box selec-
tion algorithm for NF allocations to CoMBs in the 
right place with an objective of load balancing 
provisioning over the CoMBs. They analyzed the 
applicability of MIDAS using the implemented 
prototype by delay measurement afforded during 
flow installing setup among all existing NF pro-
viders, middle-boxes, and CNSR arrival rates. The 
results showed that MPC does not have scalabil-
ity problems as the MPC delay is not elongated 
by the CNSR arrival rate and the number of NF 
providers, which does not override the average 
internal path length. Simulation outcomes showed 
that utilizing MPC with the proposed middle-box 
selection algorithm shows good load balancing 
results and high request acceptance rates.

The ESCAPE prototype system, introduced in [12], 
is a developing and testing system for different 
nodes of the service function chaining framework. 
This model is applied to the UNIFY architecture. 
It is based on Mininet, Click, POX, and NetCONF 
tools integrated together in the ESCAPE frame-
work. In addition, an orchestrator layer is added to 
allow SFC configuration, allocating VNFs into the 
physical resources, flow routing across the VNFs 
based on policies, and provisioning live manage-
ment information on operating VNF instances. 
ESCAPE adopts VNF deployment by implement-
ing a simple Mininet-based API where chain paths 
are constructed from available VNFs. These VNFs 

can be deployed and examined automatically. 
Moreover, a compact set of VNFs implemented in 
Click constructs a VNF catalog inside the ESCAPE 
system. The article presents a demo to show each 
unit of the architecture in a joint GUI. The demo 
includes:
• VNF containers and topology specification.
• Usage of a service graph to create chains.
• Service graph allocation to network resourc-

es.
• Traffic generation using standard tools.
• Monitoring the VNFs using Click.

The work in [13] introduced a new architec-
ture that provides policy-based network man-
agement and has the ability to orchestrate and 
simplify fast deployment of various VNFs with-
in an SDN/NFV environment. The architecture 
allows the selection of VNFs from available VNF 
instances using a policy engine staying in the NFV 
orchestrator. This NFVO provides various stitched 
VNFs, using them to build OSS/BSS applications. 
Moreover, the architecture addresses VNF life 
cycle management and service chaining among 
these different VNFs sent to large scale custom-
ers. The proposed architecture features:
• The ability to separate hardware elements, 

VNFs, services, and orchestration.
• Abstraction of network resources and net-

work functions through predefined informa-
tion models.

• Policy-based management allowance for sin-
gular VNFs and orchestration of NFV service 
chains.

• The ability to deploy NFV services ruled by 
policies.
The authors have deployed a prototype to pro-

vide an evaluation for their proposed architec-
ture. They presented the use case of a telecom 
operator who instantiates VNFs on-desire for the 
management of network traffic outgoing from the 
content delivery network (CDN) caching nodes 
of CDN providers positioned inside the opera-
tor’s sites. They implemented a policy-based traffic 
engineering service by supporting VNF deploy-
ment, virtual links assignment to the physical 
topology, flow monitoring, and orchestration.

The authors in [14] focus on SFC implementa-
tion in a cloud-based edge data center network 
where all SFs are software applications operat-
ing in virtual machines within these data centers. 
The main target of this work is to prove that this 
new softwarized environment permits a high level 
of flexibility and dynamicity of SFC in compari-
son with the traditional hardware-based architec-
tures. To reach these flexible and dynamic SFCs 
for Layer 2 and Layer 3 edge network function 
implementations, the SDN control plane is used 
to provision the forwarding rules into OpenFlow 
switches. They also provided a proof-of-concept 
using Mininet emulation in order to evaluate their 
approach under a feasible scenario. The results 
showed that they can provide dynamic SFC and 
flexible traffic routing.

The work in [15] shows how telecom opera-
tors benefit from the NFV and SDN paradigms to 
improve the management of SFs and construct 
new business models. The article targets two 
major sides. The first side is how telco infrastruc-
ture deploys this new paradigm. The second issue 
is orchestration and management of SFs in distrib-

Management of 

resource utilization is 

also required in the 

SFC framework to 

ensure high-speed 

communication for 

delivering ready-to-use 

media-optimized appli-

cations in SDN networks 

[17]. Such features are 

deemed important to 

enhance QoS provision-

ing to the users and 

applications as well.
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uted telco cloud environments by presenting the 
Cloud4NFV platform. The approach of modeling 
SFs in the cloud infrastructure is highlighted in that 
work, and the ability to perform SFC provisioning 
is demonstrated as one of the essential features of 
SF composition. The Cloud4NFV platform is con-
structed over cloud, SDN, and WAN technologies 
to provide SF as a service. The Cloud4NFV plat-
form also provides service monitoring and deploy-
ment, and optimized WAN and cloud resources 
for SFs support. A proof-of-concept is presented 
to evaluate some practical examples of the possi-
ble advantages of the proposed platform and the 
given standards in a telco environment.

In [16], an optical SFC architecture is pro-
posed. The proposed architecture steers function-
ality into the datacenters for SFC using wavelength 
switching. The authors set up a packet/optical 
hybrid datacenter architecture to steer large vol-
umes of flows in an optical steering network. They 
introduced such a solution to cope with the lim-
itations of packet-switched SFC, such as compli-
cated configuration of flow matching rules when 
the number of flows increases, which may lead 
to high operational cost, inefficient power con-
sumption, and performance degradation due to 
scalability. The architecture consists of an oper-
ations support system/business support system 

(OSS/BSS) module, connected to an SDN con-
troller and a NFV manager. The SFC configuration 
is done at the OSS/BSS module. Furthermore, the 
OSS/BSS module enforces the operator’s policies. 
The SDN controller and NFV manager are respon-
sible for resource allocation. The optical steering 
layer, including the network nodes, is placed on 
the southbound side of the SDN controller, which 
uses the OpenFlow v.1.4 protocol with an exten-
sion for optical circuit configuration to communi-
cate with the optical circuit switches in the data 
plane layer. The proposed architecture shows its 
advantages, compared to packet-based routing, in 
terms of flexibility, scalability, reduced operational 
complexity, and energy efficiency.

COMPARISON AND EVALUATION
Table 1 shows some of the taxonomy used in 
the above mentioned approaches. The taxonomy 
shows that the approaches that adopt SDN and 
NFV technologies together alongside the orches-
trator layer provide higher SFC scalability and flex-
ibility than others. This comparison shows that 
most of the SFC approaches did not involve QoS 
and policy enforcement and neglect the load 
balancing functionality. Most of the frameworks 
use MAC address and OpenFlow functionality 
to apply traffic steering among the SFs without 

Table 1. Taxonomy of the prior research work relevant to the SFC concept and its implementations.

SFC solutions

Architecture
Performance

SFC control plane SFC data plane

Implementation SFP adjustment Orchestrator 
based

QoS/policy 
engine SFF SFC classifier Flexibility Scalability

NIMBLE [3] SDN Dynamic SFP with load 
balancing approach Tags based Packet matching Low Medium

FlowTags [4] SDN Static SFP P Tags based Packet matching Low Medium

SDN-based SFC 
[5, 6] SDN Static SFP MAC address 

based N/A Medium Medium

Context-aware 
SFC [7] SDN Static SFP P MAC address 

based
Class-based 
forwarding Medium High

User-specific 
SFC [8] SDN Dynamic SFP P xDPd Packet matching Low Low

StEERING [9] SDN Dynamic SFP P MAC address 
based Packet matching Medium High

SIMPLE [10] SDN Dynamic SFP with load 
balancing approach P MAC address 

based
Complex packet 

matching Medium Low

MIDAS [11] SDN & NFV Static SFP with load 
balancing approach

MAC address 
based N/A Medium Low

ESCAPE [12] SDN & NFV Dynamic SFP P MAC address 
based Policy based High Medium

Policy-based 
SFC [13] SDN & NFV Static SFP P P N/A Policy based High High

Cloud-based 
SFC [14] SDN & NFV Dynamic SFP MAC address 

based Packet matching Medium Low

Cloud4NFV [15] SDN & NFV Static SFP P N/A Packet matching High High

Optical SFC [16] SDN & NFV Static SFP P Optical circuit 
switches N/A High High
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NSH support, as specified by the IETF SFC group. 
The usage of MAC address and/or OpenFlow 
protocols without NSH support has limited scal-
ability and is more complex than using them with 
NSH support. There are some approaches that use 
tags instead of NSH. The work presented in [16] 
defines a solution to this limitation that applies 
optical steering of the data plane, using optical 
circuit switching devices that enhance the scalabil-
ity and flexibility in the SFC domain network.

CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS
This section highlights the common limitations in 
the previous work and summarizes the open chal-
lenges relevant to the SFC concept and architec-
ture. NSH capability in switches is one important 
challenge. Indeed, there is a lack of NSH-support-
ed switches. As a countermeasure, some previous 
research works consider instead the use of tags 
or MAC addresses to steer traffic among the SFs. 
The trend is also toward supporting NSH in virtu-
alized switches such as Open vSwitch (OvS). SFs 
do not have NSH capability either. Consequently, 
an SFC proxy must be used to encapsulate and 
de-encapsulate the packets travelling to and from 
SFs. However, the SFC proxy process may impact 
network performance, which can be alleviated 
only by equipping SFs with NSH support. 

Traffic-engineered (TE) SFC is needed to 
provide an optimized SFC network with short 
computational latency. The literature provides lim-
ited concepts of traffic engineering in SFC. Some 
research works provide QoS-aware SFC paths to 
meet user and application requirements; other 
research works aim at maximizing the available 
data rate on the network links or cost savings. TE 
SFC needs to support all these features. This will 
be possible only by improving the SFC architec-
ture through a well synchronized monitoring sys-
tem to collect the required information from the 
network, QoS probes to test the reliability and 
performance of the existing SFPs, and a TE system 
that has the ability to instantiate TE-SFPs when 
needed. In terms of programmability, an efficient 
scheme is required to provide the optimized 
TE-SFP that satisfies the QoS requirements and 
network performance requirements.

The placement of SFs is a challenge and not 
sufficiently investigated in the literature. Further-
more, to the best knowledge of the authors, it 
was never investigated in the case of a network 
bottleneck scenario. There are two options in 
this scenario. The first option is to migrate the SF 
instance to a new location in the network; the 
second option is to instantiate a new SF instance. 
The choice between the two options adds a new 
challenge and must be investigated. The best loca-
tion for the migrated or new instantiated SF must 
also be investigated, and novel optimal placement 
schemes must be proposed. There is also no pre-
vious work in the literature that discusses the use 
of SFC under different SLAs to support different 
classes of service. 

Management of resource utilization is also 
required in the SFC framework to ensure high-
speed communication to deliver ready-to-use 
media-optimized applications in SDN networks [17]. 
Such features are deemed important to enhance 
QoS provisioning to users and applications as 
well.

CONCLUSION

The delivery of end-to-end service requires 
various service functions to be provisioned 
in a SFC. This article introduces a survey of 
all existing SFC architectures, and conceptual 
approaches that are based on SDN and NFV. 
Research works are presented, compared, and 
evaluated. There are two standards for SFC: one 
by IETF SFC WG and one by ONF. These stan-
dards impose the requirements that should exist 
in each SFC architecture, design, or implemen-
tation. These requirements are used to define 
the gaps and limitations in the previous SFC-re-
lated research work. 

Finally, the open challenges are discussed. Poli-
cy-based SFC, Cloud4NFV, and Optical SFC archi-
tectures exhibit high performance in terms of SFC 
orchestration, scalability, and flexibility to provide 
SFC in cloud environments, making use of SDN 
and NFV technologies.
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